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With the announcemen
a
nt of Progresss Pacific1 in th
he wake Proggress Softwaree’s acquisitionn of Rollbasee, it is
natural for those in the OpenEdge world
w
to wond
der what the loong term rôlee is for ABL iin this evolved
ost people coming from an
n OpenEdge bbackground kknow little yett about what
product. Of course, mo
Rollbase is
i and how it changes the overall
o
Progreess offering. Moreover, it is understanddable that maany
OpenEdgeers are skeptical about how
w much Rollb
base adds sincce OpenEdge’s own tools ffor web and
mobile so
olutions are su
ubstantial. Cu
urrently, Prog
gress marketinng is stronglyy emphasizingg the new tooll and
packaging
g and it is easy for someon
ne in the Open
nEdge world tto perceive thhis as a de-em
mphasis of
OpenEdgee and ABL.
In on-linee forums and other
o
converssations there have
h
been conncerns expresssed that ABL
L was being
downplay
yed in the com
mpany’s future in favor of JavaScript.
J
T
This concern w
was perhaps rreinforced byy a
statement by Phil Pead
d during the laast conferencee call referrinng to ABL as aan “impediment” (possiblyy not
the best ch
hoice of word
ds). On the otther hand, Pro
ogress has maade many stroong statementts and actionss in
the last yeear which sho
ow a renewed and strengtheened commitm
ment to the O
OpenEdge prooduct line.
Thereforee, I would likee to briefly rev
view how I seee RollBase aand how ABL
L fits in to thee larger picturre of
Progress Pacific.
P
My hope
h
is that th
his review willl both providde some answ
wers to the conncerns of
OpenEdgee people as well
w as to prov
vide some guiidance for waays that ABL can add moree to the offerinng of
Progress Pacific.
P

R
rea
ally, and wha
at will it become?
What is Rollbase,
There is always
a
a certaain difficulty in
i penetrating
g the marketinng positioningg of any prodduct to ascertaain
what it is and is not. This
T is, perhap
ps, exaggerateed when the pproduct is possitioned as being part of a
relatively new and unfa
familiar catego
ory – in this case
c
Platform
m as a Service (PaaS)2. Justt as with softw
ware
which is offered
o
in a SaaS offering, it is useful to
o make a distiinction betweeen the producct itself and thhe
package in
n which it is offered.
o
With a SaaaS ERP pack
kage, for exam
mple, one can analyze the ccapabilities annd features off the ERP sofftware
separately
y from the sub
bscription liceensing or clou
ud delivery, eeven though thhe licensing aand delivery w
will
clearly bee important in
n the final prod
duct selection
n. Thus, to evvaluate Rollbase as a produuct in relationnship
1

Pacific iss the name Prog
gress has given
n to the entire Platform
P
as a S
Service offeringg including Roollbase, OpenEdge,
Corticon, OE
O BPM, and Data
D Direct Clloud. Those wh
ho have not beeen to Exchangge or been otheerwise exposedd to the
full messag
ge on Pacific may
m have the misimpression
m
that
t Pacific is a Progress rebrranding of Rolllbase.
2
PaaS meaans providing both
b
the cloud infrastructure and the develoopment platform
m to create appplications on thhat
infrastructu
ure. Thus, it iss midway betw
ween IaaS (Infraastructure as a Service) offeriings like thosee from Amazonn and
SaaS (Softtware as a Serv
vice) offering su
uch as a speciffic ERP applicaation sold on a subscription m
model.
P
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to ABL, we need to consider Rollbase as a tool separate from the delivery or licensing. This is not to
suggest that the delivery or licensing are in any way unimportant, but, rather, that delivery and licensing
are properties which are somewhat independent of the tool itself. Thus, while Rollbase is presented as
itself a Platform as a Service, specifically a tool on an infrastructure which allows very rapid development
and deployment of browser-based applications, we can consider the Rollbase tool separate from the
infrastructure which is used to deliver it. Indeed, that infrastructure might well be used to deliver other
tools.
Based on presentations and a workshop at the 2013 Exchange conference, my bottom line impression of
the Rollbase tool is that it is a nice way to quickly develop and deliver web-based applications, if those
applications are basically CRUD3 applications. Yes, one can include logic via JavaScript, but that is
putting business logic in the client, which is not consistent with modern design practice, i.e., OERA. With
the continued development of integration with Corticon and OE BPM, it will be possible to add more
complex processes and rule evaluation to those CRUD operations, but this is still a long distance from the
kind of complex business logic which characterizes “enterprise class business applications”, Progress’
stated market.
To be sure, even an ERP application has components with limited business logic, so that one could be
able to supply much of the application with Rollbase, but for any core functionality, one is going to
require a connection to server-side complex logic outside the scope of Rollbase and for which ABL is
ideal.
In discussions I have had over the years with people who were unfamiliar with OpenEdge, some have
dismissed all 4GLs and related tools as “mere” RAD (rapid application development) tools. By this they
refer to any one of a variety of tools to allow the very rapid development of CRUD applications, i.e.,
where the “application” is little more than a conduit between the user and the database. The
sophistication of thousands of ABL applications makes it clear that this is not a fair characterization of
ABL, but it is certainly more correct as a description of Rollbase.
Yes, the infrastructure makes it special. Yes, there are provisions for providing additional logic, but if
that logic becomes substantial and complex, then not only is one putting the logic on the wrong end of the
client-server connection, but one is developing that logic in JavaScript, which is not rapid and productive.
Yes, one can connect the Rollbase application to Corticon and OE BPM to provide some types of
business logic, but in no way do BRM4 and BPM5 provide complete coverage of the kind of logic
required by a typical ABL application. And, yes, one can connect a Rollbase application to ABL logic in
the AppServer, but then one is also not solving the whole problem in Rollbase.
Thus, one can imagine Rollbase and ABL interacting in different ways in the future. In some cases a
customer or ISV will have an existing ABL application suite and have a need for a new, browser-based
application with limited business logic. Thus, they might use Rollbase to create that application and
interface it primarily at the database level with the rest of their applications, possibly providing any
needed business logic without the use of ABL. In other cases, such an application might start out
appearing to be fairly simple, but as it grew one discovered a need for more sophisticated logic. This
could lead to interfacing the Rollbase application with an ABL application via the AppServer. Or, one
might have an existing ABL application which needed a web aspect that it did not currently have and use
Rollbase through the AppServer to provide that new interface on an existing application. In some cases, a

3

CRUD = Create, Read, Update, and Delete.
BRM = Business Rules Management, i.e., Corticon.
5
BPM = Business Process Management, i.e., OE BPM derived from the former Savvion product.
4
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customer might start with an independent Rollbase application and move to adding an ABL back end to
address growing complexity of business logic, but this seems less likely.

Where is the future of ABL?
It is useful to briefly consider the history of ABL in order to look at its future. Back in the 1980s, one of
the key distinguishing characteristics of ABL when compared to competing 4GLs was that it was possible
to write all of most applications in ABL. With the other 4GLs, one typically had to write 5 to 15% of the
application in some 3GL such as C. Worst yet, the parts where one had to resort to C were the hard parts
of the application so that one gained productivity in the easy part, but gained nothing in the hard part.
Using the usual 80/20 type rule, this meant that, for example, a 4X boost in productivity applied to 80%
of the code, but that code normally took only 20% of the development time, thus, there would be only a
15% boost in overall productivity because 20% of the code was still taking the full 80% of the time that it
would without a 4GL. E.g., given an application which took 1000 hours to develop in a 3GL, the 80% of
the code suitable for a normal 4GL, but which only took 200 of those hours, might be done in 50 hours.
But, the remaining 20% or 800 hours would still take 800 hours, so the total improvement would be 850
hours versus the original 1000.
Being able to develop 100% of the application in ABL meant that the productivity gain was experienced
throughout. I.e., the 1000 hour application could now be done in 250 hours or less. In many cases, the
gain with ABL was greater.
Those gains were, of course, on simpler applications than we are dealing with today. Between then and
now, the sheer growth in keywords in ABL is staggering. Parts of the ABL have become less 4GLish in
response to a need for greater power and control. For example, there is no question that dynamic queries
add enormous power to the language, but they also produce code which is less easy to read and more
complex to write than the old static methods. While I know of no studies, it seems likely that this has
resulted in a more modest productivity advantage for modern ABL over other languages, especially since
competing 3GL languages have also acquired some higher level features.
In addition, there has been at least a potential migration of part of the solution out of ABL. One of the
more common expressions of this is for the UI. With the advent of browser-based interfaces and
OpenClient Java and .NET clients and most recently with OE Mobile it is not uncommon in a modern
ABL application for some or even all of the UI to not be written in ABL. According to OERA principles,
one should not find this disturbing since the UI proper should be a thin layer which can easily be swapped
from one technology to another without disturbing the core system. Similarly, in good OO design, one
recognizes a division of an application into highly discrete subsystems or domains and allows for the
possibility that particular subsystems may use different technology than the rest of the system. One
common example of this separation is that even strongly model oriented developers will not use models
for the UI since visual designers are so much more productive for creating a UI.
In more recent years we have seen the introduction of other “foreign” technology subsystems in the form
of BPM and BRM systems. In each case, a certain part of the business logic is removed from the ABL
code and entrusted to the new domain, not for the sake of reducing the ABL code, but because rules and
processes are more easily managed in an environment where they can be modified by visual tools without
the need for programming changes.
Thus, we have gone from a historical context where the unique feature of ABL was being able to write
100% of the application within the same language to a context in which best practice indicates that we
should partition the solution into multiple subsystems or domains and some of those subsystems will not
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be ABL. This is not a diminution of the importance of ABL, but rather an indication that modern systems
are more complex than ones 20 and 30 years ago and this complexity is best addressed by using multiple
tools in combination.
Therefore, in the context of Pacific, where one has the OpenEdge database, ABL, Rollbase, Corticon, OE
BPM, and Data Direct Cloud all available as a part of a solution, ABL still has a major rôle to play in any
enterprise class business application as the tool by which the core, complex business logic is performed.
Rules will be in Corticon; Processes in OE BPM, the web presence possibly in Rollbase, other UI in
various visual designers, connectivity to external data via Data Direct Cloud, but everything else is in
ABL.
Can we generate ABL from Rollbase to make ABL more “sexy”?
Corticon and OE BPM are “sexy” because they are based on visual models which are readily understood
by non-programmers and those models can be rapidly modified in response to changed requirements.
Data Direct Cloud is “sexy” because it provides a very simple, visual interface that allows connecting to a
very large universe of potential data sources without special development. Rollbase is “sexy” because it
provides an easily learned, highly productive way to build attractive web interfaces with significant
functionality. While ABL is more productive than popular 3GLs, it is worth asking if there is a way to
make it more “sexy” as well, especially if this would also provide the productivity gains and the rapid
responsiveness we associate with Corticon and OE BPM.
There has been some mention in discussions of Pacific about producing ABL code from templates,
presumably in similar fashion to what is done with Rollbase for the code it produces. I would like to
suggest this is not a good avenue for development.
Back in the 1980s I was a Varnet VAR and Varnet had a template-based program generator as part of
their toolset. This was not a particularly sophisticated tool, but I quickly decided that it was not worth
trying to extend it. My key issue was responsiveness to change. If one changed one’s mind about how a
function should be implemented or about what functionality should be provided in a particular program
type one could only implement this changed requirement in the existing code by manual modification of
each program, with the consequent labor and potential for error.
In response to this problem, in 1992 I developed a system called Specification-Driven Development
(SDD) which used templates and specification files to generate finished programs. This system was
fundamentally different from the Varnet system since one could alter a template, rerun the generator, and
very, very rapidly incorporate the change in the entire relevant code base. Similarly, changes could be
quickly made to the specifications in response to changed requirements and new code generated. This
allowed very rapid initial development6 and even faster modification in response to changed
requirements. In the years following it was not uncommon to spend significantly longer determining the
specifications for a particular new piece of functionality than it took to implement.
However, the templates in SDD were very specific to the architectural model which I had at the time, i.e.,
ChUI and procedural. Modifying them for event-driven GUI code or AppServer separation or OERA
layering would have not only meant a whole new set of templates, as well as having to recreate all the
specification files as well because each specification file was closely tied to the architecture of a particular

6

Productivity on a pair of new applications over a two month period averaged 1000 lines of ABL code ready for
integration testing per programmer per hour.
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template.7 Thus, I think a template-based approach for generating ABL, while more productive than
hand-coding, provides a limited ability to adapt to future architectural and general functional
requirements. Without regenerability, it is even more limited in its potential.
If not template generation, then what?
Is there an alternative? I would like to suggest the Model-Based Development (MBD) provides a much
better alternative. In MBD one creates a UML model of the application which is “computationally
independent”. This means that the model is not only independent of the specific implementation, but it is
independent of the platform and any other computational assumptions. The model is going to be the same
regardless of whether one is creating Java to run on J2EE or ABL with an OERA structure.
That this is possible may seem surprising to some, but it is standard practice in some problem domains.
In fact, only a tiny part of UML is required to completely specify the application:
• The Component Diagram to specify the structure and interrelationships of the parts,
• The Class Diagram to specify the details of each class,
• The State Chart to specify dynamic behavior, and
• Abstract Action Language (AAL) to specify algorithms and similar logic.8
Other diagrams may be useful in deriving and documenting requirements or to provide a different view,
but only these diagrams are required to fully specify the system. This model then translated into the
desired implementation language. The translator I am using creates all language and architectural
structures during the translation process.
The implication of this approach is that one gains significant productivity during initial development, but
more importantly, dramatically increased productivity when revising requirements in much the same way
that these gains have recently been reported for Corticon. If one is happy with the current implementation
design, all one has to do to implement a change is to make simple changes in a visual UML tool and the
launch the translator to produce new code. If one changes one’s mind about the implementation design,
then one has to change the translation templates, but the work required is a tiny fraction of the work
required to manually retrofit the application code. With MBD, one makes any desired modification to the
translation templates, then runs the translator and has new code end to end. Even major shifts in
architecture can be accomplished without altering the model.9
Summary
I urge Progress Software to explore the potential for Model-Based Development in ABL since:
• MBD for ABL provides the same kind of productivity advances that Rollbase, Corticon, and OE
BPM provide;
• MBD for ABL provides the responsiveness to changed requirements that other model-based system
like Corticon and OE BPM achieve;
7

A lack of regenerability and architectural dependence concerns me to some extent about Rollbase. While we don’t
yet know what the likely evolution will be of web applications, it seems likely that they will evolve in significant
ways and thus it seems likely to require significant redevelopment.
8
See http://www.cintegrity.com/content/Model-Based-Development-Day-Life for a short presentation on the nature
of Model-Based Development.
9
I should note that it is common to “color” parts of the model. This “coloring” is not a part of the model, per se, but
is provided to give hints to the translator about which templates to use for particular parts or which “flavor” of
implementation to use. A major change in architecture may thus require a certain amount of recoloring the model
to get optimum results, but the model itself will remain unchanged. Any such requirement is still a tiny effort
compared to migrating the application by other means.
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•

MBD for ABL produces a coherent message since both Corticon and OE BPM are touted for being
model-based10; and
• Providing MBD for ABL will make ABL “sexier”.
Not only will MBD for ABL improve OpenEdge and Pacific for developing new applications, but MBD
can provide reduced and improved transformation of legacy ABL applications though further
development of code-to-model tools11.
I will be speaking on MBD and showing some models and their transformation to ABL at the PUG
Challenge EMEA in November 2013.

10

Also see two older white papers about rapid change and ABL, http://www.cintegrity.com/content/Rapid-BusinessChange-and-ABL-Productivity, and specifically on a path for ABL translation,
http://www.cintegrity.com/content/Path-Model-Code-Translation-ABL
11
See http://www.oehive.org/ABL2UML for tools that provide the foundation for this approach.
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